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One of our missionaries (Don Rogers of Empowering Lives) recently shared a story of a team that was travelling to lead a 
seminar calling people to leave the destructive lifestyle of alcohol brewing and instead find hope & purpose in Christ. 
While travelling, their car broke down, but rather than grumble about the disruption, they asked how the Lord might use 
them where they were. They ended up entering a home, sharing the gospel, and praying for the family to discover hope 
& truth in Christ. Shortly after they walked away, the woman of the house came running after them yelling “Who are 
you people?? After you prayed and left, the alcohol pot I was secretly brewing in the back of the home exploded”.  
 
What an awesome testimony of God’s power!! As Don shared this, the Lord reminded me that we need to be expectant 
people – expecting God to move & bring about life change in our groups. Is 40:31 and the call to hope is not just for 
eternity but also a confidence of God’s presence and activity in our lives now. As you prepare for the fall launch, I am 
praying that you have an expectant heart, believing that God will fill your group with the people who need to be there 
and that you will see Him show up in marvelous and “explosive” ways (just not with your cookware  ). 
 
 
Another stone for the bag  

 

In “Leading small groups that thrive”, the authors indicate that one of the most impactful elements in a healthy vibrant 
group is when the group understands its purpose – why do we meet? This may seem obvious, but their research 
indicates that ofttimes leaders assume everyone has a common perspective when they do not. As I thought about this, I 
wondered more broadly “what is the purpose of Community Groups at Victory?” Even though I’d been a group leader 
for years, I had various ideas, but nothing concrete that would be likely consistent with other group leaders. To that end,  
after some discussion with Pastor Paul P – here’s what we arrived at as to the “why” for Victory Community Groups:   
 

Creating environments for individuals to connect which promote spiritual growth,  
authentic relationships with others, and a servant’s heart 

 
We’ll dig into this during the upcoming Leader Celebration event so consider this just a teaser of what’s to come! 
 

 
Notable news & dates 
 
8/16–8/30 – It is time for a “refresh” of Planning Center (Community Group database) so that as we move into 
registration in September, all the data about our groups is up-to-date. Look for an e-mail or phone call from me or from 
my wife (Sue) to connect and spend a few minutes to review & refresh your group’s information & membership.  
 
9/5, 9/12 & 9/19 – Sign-ups for the fall semester – can be done on-line or at a table in the lobby (Ptd Post & Elmira) 
 
9/11 – Registration is now open for the first Community Group Leader Celebration event which will be held from 8:30-
11:30 in the Student Center! I am inviting all current leaders to attend and to consider bringing someone you believe has 
the potential to be a group leader in the future. Don’t miss this event as we kick off the fall 2021 semester with great 
expectation! Information on registration is in the e-mail in which this issue of Smooth Stones is attached. 
 
9/26–11/20 – Fall semester for Community Groups 
 

What you do is so vitally important - thank you for your faithful service to Jesus and the shepherding of your group!

 


